The Imaginary Invalid: An Adaptation

To reduce his medical fees, hypochondriac
M. Argan decides to marry off his daughter
Angelica
to
a
physicians
son.
Unfortunately, Angelica loves Cliante.
Argans brother Biralde and Toinette, an
inventive maid, save the situation for the
lovers and expose Mme Argans schemes to
bleed her husband of his fortune. Then they
persuade the hypochondriac to turn
physician so that he can quack himself free
of charge.

The obscenely crude Argan is a hopeless hypochondriac who has seen his considerable wealth drained by an endless
parade of charlatan doctors and theirTHE IMAGINARY INVALID by Moliere, adapted by Fiasco Theatre Company.
OLD GLOBE 2017. Directed by Jessie Austrian and Noah Brody. Set Design byThe hypochondriac Argan wants
nothing more than to be sick, or at least to be thought of as sick, and tended to by Doctors and Family (notably his
scheming The Imaginary Invalid by Oded Gross. The play was co-adapted by Oded Gross and Tracy Young, with
music by Paul Prendergast, Oded GrossThe Imaginary Invalid is a three-act comedie-ballet by the French playwright
Moliere with dance Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jump to navigation Jump to search. For the 1952 German film
adaptation, see The Imaginary Invalid (film).The Imaginary Invalid. Adapted by Kenneth Weston Turner. From the play
by Moliere. Product Code: I17000. Full-length Play Comedy Cast size: 8m., 4w.Writers: Moliere (play), Maurice
Valency (adaptation) Also Known As: Hallmark Hall of Fame: The Imaginary Invalid (#3.6) See more Moliere,
adapted by Constance Congdon, based on a new and a new adaptation of THE IMAGINARY INVALID, were all
produced by ACT.The Imaginary Invalid. By Moliere Adapted by Fiasco Theater Directed by Jessie Austrian and Noah
Brody. The acclaimed artists of Fiasco Theater are back!The hypochondriac Argan wants nothing more than to be sick,
or at least to be thought of as sick, and tended to by Doctors and Family (notably his scheming Will Geers Theatricum
Botanicum fills prescriptions in generous supply with its production of Molieres The Imaginary Invalid, adapted by
Constance Congdons new version of The Imaginary Invalid is a free adaptation that performs some useful surgery on
Molieres original -- aThe Early Middle School One-Act Play Team produced Dennis Maganzas adaptation of The
Imaginary Invalid for 2017 UIL One-Act Play competition. (from left) Emily Young as Toinette and Jane Pfitsch as
Angelique in the world premiere adaptation of Molieres The Imaginary Invalid, adaptedThe Imaginary Invalid (1673)
may be considered another of Molieres great character plays, in which the entire development of the action, like in The
Miser, David Kelly stars as the hypochondriac Argan in a fast-paced, Thats hardly the funniest joke in this new
adaptation by Oded Gross and TracyBy Moliere / Adapted by Oded Gross and Tracy Young / Original music by Paul
James The wealthy Argan is a housebound hypochondriac who fears hes - 3 min - Uploaded by University of Michigan
School of Music, Theatre & DanceWritten by Moliere, The Imaginary Invalid is a brilliant, comical, and satirical This
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